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GEODESIC SYMMETRIES IN SASAKIAN

LOCALLY ^-SYMMETRIC SPACES

BY YOSHIYUKI WATANABE

1. Introduction.

In [2], D'Atri and Nickerson initiated a study of Riemannian manifolds
whose local geodesic symmetries are divergence-preserving (volume-preserving
up to sign). This class of spaces obviously includes the Riemannian locally
symmetric spaces and the harmonic Riemannian spaces.

On the other hand, Takahashi [10] has introduced an interesting notion of
Sasakian (locally) ^-symmetric space, which is an analogous notion of Hermitian
symmetric space, and discussed about its properties.

In § 2, an equation is derived from an infinite sequence of necessary
conditions on the curvature tensors (sufficient in the case of an analytic
manifold). In § 3, we show that every local geodesic symmetry of a Sasakian
locally ^-symmetric space is divergence-preserving, and give a necessary and
sufficient condition in order that a Sasakian space is locally ^-symmetric. In
§4, we show that a 5-dimensional compact, (or |i?Inconstant) Sasaki-Einsteinian
space of non-negative curvature is locally ^-symmetric.

2. Preliminaries.

We shall give some formulas which are used in the subsequent sections.
Let (M, g) be a Riemannian space with Levi-Civita connection 7. By R—{Rkji

h),
we denote the Riemannian curvature tensor of V. Then R1=(RaιJ

a)=(Rιj) and
S=glJRlJ are Ricci tensor and scalar curvature respectively. For a tensor
field T=(Tιjk), we put τjT=Q7ιTtjk) and \T\2=TljkT

lJk, where 7? denotes the
operator of covariant differentiation. We put

Ω rpabcd jp uvn

p — K Kat) Kcduv>

v jpabcd jp u v jp

f — K Ka c Kbudυ .

Then they satisfy the following fundamental formulas.

(2.1) (Bianchi's identities)
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(a) Rkj

(b) ^ιR

The following identities are derived from (2.1)

(2.2) (a) Rahcdl

(b) RabcdV

(c) Rabcdl

(2.3) (Lichnerowicz's formula)

(1/2)Δ IR12= 11R12-4

+2RtJR
ihkιR>hH+β+4γ.

Where Δ is the Laplace-Bertrami operator acting on differentiable functions on M.
If M is Einsteinian, then we have

(2.4) (l/2)A\R\2=\VR\2+(2/n)S\R\2+β+4r.

Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifolds whose local geodesic symmetries
are divergence-preserving. D'Atri and Nickerson have found an infinite sequ-
ence of necessary conditions on curvature tensors, which are sufficient in the
analytic case, as follows [2], [3]: Let X denotes a nonzero vector at a point
0 of a C°°-Riemannian manifold M and define an endomorphism Π of the
tangent space T0(M) by

(2.5) Π(Y)=-R(Y,X)X, FETO(M).

Let ΨXΠ—Π, and define ΨZΠ, i = l , 2, •••, by first extending X to the volocity
vector field along the geodesic through 0 determined by X and then extending
Π in according with (2.5). Define endomorphisms P r , r=2, 3, •••, of T0(M) by
the recurrence formula

(2.6)

of Ledger [4]. Our necessary conditions are that

(2.7) trace Pr=0, r=3, 5, 7, - ,

for all choices of O and X.
For r=3, the condition trace P3=0 gives trace Vx77=0, or

([2]) in terms of the local components,

(2.8) V

from which S is a constant.
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For r = 5 , the condition trace Pδ—0 gives trace 1X(Π °Π)—0 ([1]); in terms
of the local components

where Pajkimi denotes the sum of terms obtained by permuting the given free
indices, i, j , k, I, m.

Now, to derive an information from (2.9), we need the following

LEMMA 2.1. For a tensor field T=(Tιjkιm), we have

Proof. We see that

i -* i jm i -* x] m i 2 ij mi

\ •*• % mj \ x ijm \ x ijm

ι^λ nri j I x irnj ι x πnj

i j i ι mij \ ι mij J

The conclusion follows by a similary argument to Lemma 3.1 in [13].
If we put Aιjkln=Rpt*VkRqlm

p, then we obtain

LEMMA 2.2. Let M be a Riemanman space satisfying (2.9). Then we have

(2.10) glJgk

Proof. By straightforward calculations using (2.8), we have

Thus, by Lemma 2.1 and (2.2), we get (2.10).
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Let M be a Riemanman space satisfying (2.8) and (2.9).
Then we have

COROLLARY 2.4. // a Riemanman space with the parallel Ricci tensor satisfies
(2.9), then \R\2 is constant.

3. Sasakian locally ^-symmetric space.

Let M be an n-dimensional Sasakian space with structure tensors φ, ξ, η
and g (cf. [6], [7], [9]):

(3.1) (a) ξιηι = l, gjiξt=zyj,

(d) !Jηι

(e) lkφji

from which we have

(3.2) (a) ηrRkjir=Vkgji-yjgkι,

(b) ηrR3

r=(n-l)η,9

(c) RJiV'Y=n-l,

(d) ηrVιRkjir--φιsRkJis
Jr

(e) 77r7,i?/=-^ri?,r+(n

(f) φarRrbcd = φbTRracdJrφca

(g) φa

rφbSφrscd = Rabcd + φadφbc~φacφbdJr

(h) ^ r * / ? I 4 r J = ( 7 l - 2 ) ^ + ^ r Λ l

r ,

(i) φτhRrkji=2{n-2)φ3l-2φjrRι

r.

Let M be a Sasakian space satisfying (2.9) and

(3.3) 7 Ii?J i=={(n-l)^

It is easily seen that the Ricci tensor satisfies (2.8), RιJimΨRSi=0,

and RabVmRab=0, taking account of (3.1) and (3.2). Thus, by (2.11) we have
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the following

P R O P O S I T I O N 3.1. // a Sasakian space satisfies (2.9) and (3.3), then \ R \ 2 is
constant.

By definition (T. Takahashi [10]), a Sasakian space is said to be locally
^-symmetric if the Riemannian curvature tensor R satisfies

(3.4) Q=VιRkjt*

gkh~gkiφlh — R kSihφlS)V3

Let Tikjih put the right hand side of (3.4). Then we can calculate the
square \T\2 by using (3.1) and (3.2) and get the following

PROPOSITION 3.2.

(3.5) |Vi? | 2-4( |#| 2-4S+2ft(n--l))^0.

The equality sign is valid if and only if M is locally φ-symmetric.

COROLLARY 3.3. In an n-dirnensional Sasaki-Einsteiniain space My we have

(3.6) 11R12-4(IR | 2-2n(n~l))^0 .

The equality sign is valid if and only if M is locally φ-symmetnc.

Now putting Tjί

h=rjjφί

h — 7jiφJ

hJrφjiξ
h, then (3.4) is rewritten as follows

(Takahashi [10], p. 108).

(3.7) ^ i R k j i ^ - T ^ R ^

On the other hand, it is easily seen that

(3.8) lkTμ

h=φkiφih-φkiφ,h+φjiφkh

Thus, by the result of Ambrose and Singer ([1]), we can see that a locally
^-symmetric Sasakian space is locally homogeneous and analytic. Moreover,
from (3.7) and (3.8) they satisfy the following sufficient conditions of D'Atri
and Nickerson [2] in order that every local geodesic symmetry of an analytic
Riemannian space is divergence-preserving,

(3.9) (Vjr#)(r, X)X=T(X, R(Y, X)X)-R(T(X, Y)X)X,

(3.10) (Vxτ)(z, y ) = o ,

for any tangent vectors X, Y. Thus we have
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THEOREM 3.4. Let M be a Sasakian locally φ-symmetric space. Then every
local geodesic symmetry of M is divergence-preserving.

4. Sasakian spaces of dimensions 3 and 5.

First we consider a 3-dimensional Sasakian space with constant scalar
curvature. It is known (cf. Tanno [11]) that the Riemannian curvature tensor
is given by

(4.1) /?*yiΛ

Applying 7L to (4.1), we have

(4.2) 7 z / ? w <

Λ = [ 3

taking account of (3.1) and the constancy of scalar curvature.
On the other hand, substituting (4.1) into (3.4) and using (3.2) (f), we can

get (4.2). Thus we have.

THEOREM 4.1.*) A ^-dimensional Sasakian space with constant scalar curvature
is locally φ-symmetnc.

COROLLARY 4.2. Let M be a ^-dimensional Sasakian space M whose every
geodesic symmetry is divergence-peserving. Then M is locally φ-symmetnc.

In the following, let M be a 5-dimensional Sasaki-Einsteinian space. We
denote by TP(M) its tangent space at p. Then we have the following lemma
given by Ogawa [5].

LEMMA 4.3. Let M be a ^-dimensional Sasaki-Einsteinian space. Then we can
take for any p^M an adapted basis (Xlt X2=φXί} X3, X4=φX3, X5=ξ) of TP(M)
such that

(4.3) (a) Rlw=R<M(=a), Rlsls=R2w(=b),

R14U—R2323(Z=ZC)> Rl234

and all the other Rιjkι=0,

*) Prof. Tanno has suggested me to be able to prove the same fact by mean of
local fibring. I wish to express my thanks to him.
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(b) p(Xlt Xt)^2{p(Xlf X2)+p(Xlf X,)} - 3 ,

where p(X, Y) = — RlJkLXiYJXkYl is the sectional curvature at p with respect to
a 2-plane spanned by the orthonormal vectors X, Y^TP(M).

By this lemma, he calculated the following

(4.4) (S/5)\R

(4.5) (2/5)S\R

Now substituting (4.5) into (2.4), we get

(4.6) I Vi? 12=(1/2)Δ IR | 2+32(1062+206c + 10c2+306-f 30c

Moreover substituting (4.4) and (4.6) into the left hand side of (3.5), we get

(4.7) | V # | 2 - 4 ( | # | 2 - 2 n ( n - l ) )

=(1/2)Δ| R12+6(b2+c2+10bc+3b+3c+3b2c+3bc2),

by using α+£>+£=— 3. By virtue of (b) of Lemma 4.3, we have

If the Sasakian space in consideration has sectional curvature g O, then it
satisfies that b+c^O. So putting x=bJrc and y=bc, the range on which
(x, y) exists is

If we put f(x, y)=x2Jr(8x+8)yJr3x, then for (x, y)^D we have

fix, y)£

Hence if all sectional curvatures are non-negative, then we see that f(x, y)<0
for all (x, y)^D. Thus we get the following results.

THEOREM 4.4. // a ^-dimensional compact Sasaki-Einsteinian space has non-
negative sectional curvature, then it is locally φ-symmetnc.

THEOREM 4.5. Let M be a ^-dimensional Sasaki-Einsteinian space. If M is
of non-negative sectional curvature and \R\2 is constant, then M is locally φ-
symmetric.

THEOREM 4.6. Let M be a ^-dimensional Sasaki-Einsteinian space. If M is
of non-negative sectional curvature and satisfies (2.9), then M is locally φ-symmetnc.
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